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Introduction

Feature Intertwiner Module

Experiments (ablation study)

Performance per class on COCO

“Another way to address detection of small objects 

– by leveraging features of large counterparts.” 

Detection of small objects is always challenging.

Popular solutions:
+ Use context
+ Multi-scale (feature pyramid) technique Proposal assignment (large or small) on each level before 

RoI operation. ‘below #’ indicates the # of proposals 

whose size is below the size of RoI output (7 vs 14). 

‘turbo large #’ stands for how many proposals are used 

for supervising the learning of small objects.

Intuition: The more accurate features from large objects (green) should 
supervise the learning of their small objects (blue), for the same class.

Overview
Design a turbo boost module (orange) which compares the 
divergence of features between two sets.

Problem 1: In one mini-batch, there is no guarantee both
large and small objects of the same class appear.
Fix 1: use buffer to store all historical features of large 
objects during training.

Problem 2: How to choose the input feature map of large objects?
A natural thought could be the current feature maps. This is fine. 
However, the maps contains fixed(some are noisy) semantic 
feature for all-sized objects for current level.

Ok. We got the idea. But there are issues. What are the details?

P_l
(current map)

P_m
(higher map)

Plan 1: use feature map on current P_l
Plan 2: use feature map on higher level P_m
Plan 3: up-sample P_m -->  level 

Fix 2: use Optimal Transport (OT) to choose the optimal feature map.

mAP 35.1

mAP 40.5

mAP 41.3

mAP 42.5

Final mAP
(comparison to state-
of-the-art):
COCO test-dev, ResNet-101-
FPN model

Ours 44.2    
Mask RCNN 38.2      
Faster-RCNN 36.2  


